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Recruitment Strategies

What are your most successful recruitment strategies?

- Gift cards for participation  – ANONYMOUS
- Offering class credit  – ANONYMOUS
- Gift cards and program swag  – ANONYMOUS
- Contacting youth organizations to share flyers  – ANONYMOUS
- Tabling events w/ swag  – ANONYMOUS

Like a lot of presenters have said FOOD FOOD AND FOOD. We use incentives and snacks. We also use shirts.  – ANONYMOUS

Add themes like food, basketball, and rodeo with swag items  – ANONYMOUS

Raffles always.  – ANONYMOUS

Creative Incentives

What are your most populate incentives? Why do you think they worked?

- Gift cards, T-shirts and completion parties.  – ANONYMOUS
- Movie tickets  – ANONYMOUS
- Gas card this helps with transportation issues  – ANONYMOUS
- Flyers and food definitely  – ANONYMOUS
- Family fun activity incentives  – ANONYMOUS
- Books that will be interesting to them as an incentive  – ANONYMOUS

Have the opportunity to have them enter a nationwide contest and support them with process.  – ANONYMOUS

A field trip/fun activity as part of a reward system throughout the program

- Outside hikes or get together outside of the school so they feel like they could still uplift one another  – ANONYMOUS
- Coffee, boba get togethers  – ANONYMOUS
- Healthy shake get togethers  – ANONYMOUS
- First generation foods get together  – ANONYMOUS

Program Engagement & Retention

How do you keep youth engaged throughout your program?

- Raffle drawing with small incentives  – ANONYMOUS
- Regular meetings  – ANONYMOUS
- Asking for youth feedback  – ANONYMOUS
- Gift cards that will help them outside of the school  – ANONYMOUS
- Regular meeting that are broken up in diff activites  – ANONYMOUS

We try to make it fun and competitive. We also recognize that sometimes they need a little more incentives.  – ANONYMOUS

Lunch or dinner that they usually can’t afford on their own  – ANONYMOUS

Food, music, and relaxed environment with space to process or pause between things  – ANONYMOUS

Raffle prize, food, feedback.

I do simple google forms and give them options like texting me or emailing or calling for results.  – ANONYMOUS

Putting them first as a raffle because most times they have struggling challenges and affording stuff on their own  – ANONYMOUS